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agencies, determines largely how close the hereditary potentia.l 

fc>r growth will be approached. 

Hammond ( 1+) postulates that nutr1 tional conditions 

in early life limiting growth can materiHlly af'feet the ultimate 

development of the animal, 

Brody ( 5) attempts to analyse the effect ot 

productive improvement a a it approaches the h.eredi tary 

potential of the animal for either growth, nruscular work 

or milk production. As product! vi ty, due to incx•eased growth 

rate or JDilk production 1a improved, the question of e:ff'icien~y 

both in physiological and economic terms becomes important. 

Efficiency is not a simple concept ... it mus·t be viewed from 

the several points ot -

( 1) That pex•ta1ning to the animal 

(2) That of the farmer 

( 3) That of immediate e:fficienc1, and 

( 4) That of long range efficiency. 

Whether increased. producitivity results in greater 

immediate efficiency depe:nds on the relative acceleration of the 

productive process on one hand, and the maintenance coat on the 

other. But granted an increase in iDDnediate efficiency, how 

will this affect the long range efficiency, viz: health, :t'ertility 

and longevity? Also while energetic etreoiency, the ratio of 

the desired form of' output energy to the given f'orm of input 

energy (Brody (6) ) is of importance to the farmer, monetary 

profit has an over-riding value. 

That conversion of feet! to animal products wl th 

equal energetic efficiency may not retum equal profit, is 

explained by the fact that fixed costs per animal are leas in 
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